APPLICATION:
FREEZER OR COOLER

LOW ROOF/HIGH WALL
INTERSECT DETAIL

CS-BE-03
DATE: April 4, 2017

MARRY ELASTOMERIC SEALANT W/ TAPE TO CREATE A DAM FOR POURABLE CAULK

OUTSIDE FACE OF WALL PANEL
VAPOR SEALANT [71008BWH]

COUNTER FLASH [F5731]

SEALANT TAPE [7405BWH]

CLIP FASTENERS (ADDITIONAL FASTENERS MAY BE REQUIRED BASED ON NEGATIVE WIND PRESSURES)

4" X 3/4" - 14 GA.
4 HOLE CF CLIP [4633GNC] OR [4632GNC STAINLESS OPTION]

2'-0" MAXIMUM STRUCTURAL MEMBER
to horizontal structural member

F.I.P. INSULATION (NOT BY METL-SPAN)

METL-SPAN INSULATED PANEL

EASE ANGLE
2"x2" ANGLE [AN220400]
3"x3" ANGLE [AN330600]

#12 X 1" HWH TYPE III
FASTENER @ 12" O.C.
WITH WASHER [17]

COUNTER FLASH [F5731]

FLUTE PLUG STRIP
(1) PER PANEL (IF REQUIRED)
[7607GGR]

INSULATED CANT,
(NOT BY METL-SPAN)
ROOF MEMBRANE, SEALANTS AND METHOD OF ATTACHMENT
(NOT BY METL-SPAN)

LL CAP-1/4 X 7/8 HWH TYPE 1,
SELF-DRILLING W/BN WASHER @ 8'' O.C. [4]

ELASTOMERIC SEALANT [7203EGR]
SEALANT TAPE [7405BWH]

Refer to sheet "CS-INFO" for additional information regarding the application of sealants, fasteners and closure materials.